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Pamphlet Exposes Synarchist
Subversion of Both Parties
by Jeffrey Steinberg

The first 200,000 copies of the LaRouche in 2004 campaign this “Beast-Man” syndrome than Republican Party House
Majority Leader Tom DeLay (Tex.).report, Children of Satan II—The Beast-Men, hit the streets

of cities all across America on Jan. 5. The report, among Discuss the present war cabal inside the Bush Administra-
tion with any honest Member of the U.S. Congress, and theyother things, provides American voters with an in-depth bill

of indictment against Vice President Dick Cheney and other will immediately complain, bitterly, that they are powerless
to act because of the role played by “The Exterminator” Tommembers of his neo-conservative cabal inside the Bush Ad-

ministration, who used fraud and disinformation to launch the DeLay, who lords over the Republican House majority and
acts, brutally, against any member of the GOP caucus whoMarch 2003 Iraq war, and who intend, if not stopped, to stage

similar unjust and needless wars all across Eurasia. dares break ranks on an important policy issue. Researchers
for the LaRouche in 2004 campaign recently undertook anLast week, EIR published one excerpt from the pamphlet:

“The Trail of Two Beasts.” This detailed Cheney’s actions in exhaustive probe into DeLay’s sordid and pathetic back-
ground. Right out of Maistre’s Martinist cult manual, DeLayhijacking the Bush Presidency, following the irregular war-

fare attacks of Sept. 11, 2001. This week, we publish addi- was abused as a child, to the point that he was easy prey for
those who saw in his character warp the prospect of creatingtional segments of the report, focusing on the penetration

and subversion of the two major political parties by allies of an abusive tyrant—but a tyrant under the tight grip of a little-
known, but deadly secret cult of modern-day Martinists.Cheney and the synarchist circles backing him.

The corruption of the Republican and Democratic parties, DeLay’s horror story youth came right out of the pages
of the Nashville Agrarian literati, who lionized the mostthe report reveals, comes from a network of neo-fascists, who

aim to overthrow the Constitutional foundations of the Ameri- degenerate aspects of the Confederate “Lost Cause” culture.
But the Democratic Party’s current leading Synarchist,can republic and impose a form of tyranny, employing a select

group of “Beast-Men”—California’s “Terminator” governor George Soros, who is out to buy up the Democratic Party
with the proceeds of his dope-dollar speculation, openlySchwarzenegger another recent example from this stable—

who have been inserted into positions of political prominence traces his roots to the Nazi cause. As a teenage Jewish boy
in his native Nazi-occupied Hungary, Soros was placed byprecisely because of their extreme degeneration.
his father in the custody of a top official of the agricultural
ministry for “safekeeping.” Soros spent the period of theThe DeLay Dossier and Soros’ Nazi Roots

Historically, the roots of this neo-fascism are found in the Nazi occupation working to confiscate Jewish agricultural
property on behalf of the Nazi SS. Many individuals, particu-late 18th- and 19th-Century efforts of what came to be known

as the Martinist/Synarchist apparatus of European radicals, larly Jews, experienced such horrors and worse under the
Nazi occupation. But what makes Soros stand out is that heassociated with such personalities as Joseph de Maistre and

James Alexandre Saint-Yves d’Alveydre. Both Maistre and boasts, to this day, that he learned all he needed to know
about the world of speculative finance, through those war-Saint-Yves promoted a new Inquisition, using, as their role

model, Napoleon Bonaparte, the man Lyndon LaRouche has time experiences.
Soros’ promotion of dope legalization is the best evidencecalled the first modern fascist.

No American political figure of today better personifies of those Nazi-era experiences: He rejects, out of hand, the
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idea that there is any room for morality in the economics of long-overdue spotlight on the role of the fascist philosopher
Leo Strauss, and his role in launching the neo-conservativethe marketplace.

The Children of Satan II report began with a Letter of march through the U.S. political institutions. Some leading
Straussians reacted, sharply, to the fact that their fascist rootsTransmittal, which highlighted the already profound impact

of the nine-months’ international mass circulation of the pre- were now showing. The late Robert Bartley, editorial page
editor of the Wall Street Journal, penned an hysterical diatribevious report by the LaRouche committee.

“In April 2003, the LaRouche in 2004 Presidential cam- against the LaRouche campaign document, after The New
Yorker magazine and the New York Times published articlespaign committee issued a special report, Children of Satan:

The Ignoble Liars Behind Bush’s No-Exit War. By the end drawing on the Leo Strauss exposés first published in the
LaRouche in 2004 report. More recently, Kenneth Timmer-of the year, around 1 million copies of the report had been

distributed inside the United States, with an equal number of man, a neo-con propagandist, issued another hysterical shriek
against LaRouche’s exposé of the Straussians, and the factcopies distributed via the campaign’s Internet website. Copies

of the text circulated in German, Spanish, French, Italian, that the exposés of the neo-cons first published by LaRouche
now form the basis for Congressional investigations into theArabic, and Russian. Scores of major newspapers around the

world republished portions of the report. Many leading Amer- intelligence fakery leading to the Iraq invasion.”
The Letter concluded, “These are the stakes in the 2004ican investigative reporters and members of Congress used

the material first published in Children of Satan as the basis Presidential election. If Dick Cheney is not removed from
office prior to the November 2004 elections, the United Statesfor their own investigations, creating a climate of widespread

public exposure of the neo-conservative cabal inside the Bush will not survive, in any form recognizable to the Founding
Fathers. The document you are holding in your hands is in-Administration which duped the American people, the Con-

gress, and some international leaders into backing a thor- tended as a military field manual. Know the Synarchist enemy
within, as the first step towards effective action.”oughly unjust war against Iraq, for which hundreds of Ameri-

can soldiers have already given their lives and many Editors’ Note: Following the excerpts from Children of
Satan II, we publish here coverage of LaRouche’s campaignthousands more have been injured. The devastation brought

on Iraq will take generations to reverse. tour of New Hampshire, including his Jan. 7 speech to a
candidates’ debate in Nashua.“The release of that Children of Satan report also shone a

confinement to ideas which are in agreement with the post-
1964 cultural-paradigm down-shift of the U.S. economyLaRouche: ‘My Rivals Are and popular opinion. Now, we have reached the point that
that 1964-2003 down-shift has brought the U.S. to theLike Goldfish in a Bowl’
verge of an early general economic-breakdown crisis. We
could escape the effects of that crisis, if we returned to

From an interview given by Democratic Presidential pre- pre-1964 values associated with the tradition of President
candidate Lyndon LaRouche to Al-Bayan newspaper of Franklin Roosevelt. My wretched rivals, some of whom
Dubai, published on Dec. 14: are otherwise decent, intelligent persons, have been inca-

pable of accepting the path to safety which exists only
The astonishing corruption and political ineptness of the outside the presently doomed cultural fish-bowl.
leading figures of the Democratic Party . . . is a reflection of This is typical of history as studied in the long term. It
the 1994-2003 degeneration of the intellectual and moral is defects in cultures which lead nations to the brink of
fibre of that Party, through what is usefully described as a doom; it is appropriate changes in cultural paradigms, even
1964-2003 cultural-paradigm down-shift of the U.S. from at the brink of catastrophe, which allow threatened cultures
a great, to a thoroughly decadent, and currently bankrupt to recover, and then move forward. So, it is said, “the dead
nation. All of my rivals for the Democratic Presidential seize the living”; the failure to escape from the tradition of
nomination are victims of the influence of that cultural- the habits acquired during a presently doomed past, is the
paradigm down-shift. The typical expression of that deca- mark of the doom of once great powers.
dence among them is found in their essentially anti-indus- Meanwhile, one poll has shown that all of my rivals for
trial, anti-technology economic policies, and their com- the Democratic Presidential nomination would be defeated
plicity in the continuing destruction of the basic economic by Bush in 2004, but, another unnamed candidate would
infrastructure on which the former economic power of the win. I am that candidate; and what I have just said is key
U.S. had depended. to understanding the significance of my candidacy in light

They are like goldfish in a bowl. The bowl is their of the failed qualities of my rivals.
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